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“Whilst this current crisis is
ongoing, we would

like to reassure our guests
from around the world

that their safety and security
and that of our staff

remains our highest priority. In
our hotel, we are

strictly adhering to the advice
of local

government authorities,
following stringent

health and safety guidelines
and taking the

highest level of preventative
measures to keep

our guests and staff safe.”



The hotel industry has gone through crises before - and
recovered. After the SARS epidemic was officially defeated, Ctrip
reported 82% increase in flights bookings in just one month. If
history is to repeat itself, hoteliers in Asia might see a dramatic
uptake in Chinese outbound travel when the ban is lifted.

On a positive note...

Industry analysts at Bernstein have attempted to predict the effect
upon the global hotel industry for 2020 (source Skift), estimating a
profit (EBITDA) decline of 11-29% year-on-year. However, they note
that the scenario includes “a near complete bounce back in 2021”,
once again showing the resilience of the hospitality industry.

A poll from Skift suggests that 33% of meetings have already been
re-booked and GBTA suggests 40% of companies expect to return
to normal business travel within 90 days.



8 actions as per the

current rate of

infections:

Ensure maximum domestic market exposure by concentrating
more budget and targeting on in-country advertising to focus on
those already here, countering the impact of international travel
restrictions and reduced flight timetables. Google, have advised
that search traffic for ‘staycations’ are up 50% YoY so far in 2020.

Focus on domestic markets

Maintain international advertising
campaigns
However, anticipate lower demand which will in turn reduce the
spend.

Be where the market is
Focus on meta-search advertising campaigns where there’s still
an established audience with a strong intent to book. Ensure you
have brand PPC covered to capture those still looking to book
your hotel and have a re-marketing campaign in place to convert
those still undecided, but who have already shown they might be
in-market.

Remove, or downplay, non-cancellable
rates
Pre-paid rates are unlikely to be booked with the present levels
of market uncertainty.



Look at the practicalities of allowing guests to move a booking to
a new date should they wish to (reassuring new bookers as well).
Evaluate your booking engine rates and descriptions to ensure
that your cancellation policies, especially for flexible rates, are
front and centre. Use ‘flexibility’ as one of your primary marketing
messages.

Promote a super-flexible / book with
confidence rate

Try to maintain your rates
Try to avoid reducing your rates as we all know how challenging it
can be to recover this rate degradation when demand returns.
Instead, look to promote added-value offers or the flexibility of
your booking terms.

Reassure your guests
Highlight wherever you are going above and beyond to ensure
guest safety, e.g. deep cleaning rooms etc. It’s also worth
reiterating that you’re following local Governmental guidelines
and best practices to minimize risk.

Prepare for the bounce back
The travel industry is resilient, and we would anticipate that once
the situation improves, demand should return. History, industry
analysis (i.e. Bernstein’s prediction of “a near complete bounce
back in 2021”) and the fact that most of us will be accumulating
holidays when not travelling, would suggest that returning
demand is an inevitability.



ADDITIONAL

CONSIDERATIONS

& NOTES



Hotels that spend significantly more on marketing in the
downturn can get 18.5% higher RevPAR compared to hotels that
cut their marketing spend. Whilst all hotels in crisis can expect
lower occupancy, data shows that there is a strong positive
relationship between marketing expenditures and performance in
times of crisis. Investing your digital marketing budget in revenue
drivers such as meta-search and re-targeting can help you achieve
a payoff not only in the tough times but also in the long term. The
crisis often means there will be limited demand for your rooms.
You shouldn’t invest in the upper-funnel marketing activities
aimed at brand awareness and demand generation. Instead, try to
capture any demand that already exists.

To discourage cancellations and generate high volumes of new
business, you need to at least be able to persuade hesitant guests
to keep their travel plans - and encourage new ones to book. Use
various communication methods, such as website messages,
emails and phone calls, to let them know that:
• You care about their health and take extra measures at your
property
• You can offer a refund if they choose to cancel their trip

Telling customers about your efforts around keeping them safe
can help reduce the general nervousness around traveling to your
destination but reassuring that they can cancel is what can
persuade them to book. The rules around cancellation and refund
should be clear and easy to find both on your website and
booking engine.

Don’t reduce prices to attract business in times of crisis. Maintain
your normal rates and add on special packages - such as specific
targeted offers for domestic travelers e.g. “Free Flight” destination
packages (collab with an airline)



To be in line with your competition, monitor what’s happening in
the market. If you drop your rate too low, you’ll be leaving money
on the table - and it can be hard to recover post-crisis. Focus on
getting the price right and offer flexible cancellation conditions. If
your guests have confidence that they can cancel, they'll be more
open to booking at your property. Consider waiving penalties for
stays due in the upcoming few months and allow guests to
postpone their stay free of charge.

You could adopt a domestic strategy utilizing non-refundable
discounts. You could also try to bundle your rates - and layer on
as much non-refundable business as possible.

The outbound travel drop is an opportunity for the hotel to attract
customers from their local markets: rely on the local market to
replace lost business – Aggressive regional sales drive for
corporate and leisure business. Shift your digital advertising
spend to the domestic market. Also ‘soft-sell’ on social media to
project sensitivity and provide inspiration to your followers.

Once fairs & exhibitions are rescheduled, participating in local
travel fairs can also help drive more business locally

Consider partnering up with local tour operators, adjusting your
offers to appeal to locals and using paid media to target local
traffic. On your website, ensure that our messages are segmented
to target domestic traffic or visitors from less crisis-sensitive
countries. In these messages, our direct booking perks should be
tailored to appeal to these different audiences.

During lockdown and offices being operated by skeleton staff,
hotel sales staff should do the following:
• Reach out personally to your key client contacts - State upfront
that you are just calling to check on them personally.
• Master the use of your sales CRM - This is a great time to
become hyper-organized so you can be efficient later when the
pent-up demand breaks through the barrier. Redo the "autotasks"
that occur when business goes definite.



Recovery is entirely focused on consumer mentality. As we all
move through these phases, it will allow us permission to spend,
travel and commune again - the four phases of societal mindset:
• Fear
• Understanding
• Action
• Rational Behavior

You shouldn’t wait to engage travelers; they’re going to come back
quickly and will book with short lead times and lower rate
expectations.

In the search space for example, ad spend is down significantly,
with organic rankings moving up page and top paid positions non-
existent for some queries. This means cost per-clicks are greatly
reduced and an opportunity exists to selectively promote brand at
a much lower cost.

Looking forward to a recovery model, there will be some nuanced
marketing changes necessary to capture traffic in the first 30-45
days, prior to widespread travel demand:
• A conservative advertising presence to capture the "resilient
traveler" subset as well as other early adopter consumers. A focus
on performance-based digital that is value-driven and
informational as well as steadying for the traveler
• Social engagement to both educate and keep close the most
valuable customers
• Campaigns that encourage near-term travel such as weekend,
last minute and holiday packages as well as short-lead Summer
travel packages that incorporate loosening cancellation and re-
booking fees
• Geo-targeted campaigns that work community-out for
stimulating demand
• For DMOs, pushing some advertising investments and coop
programs into local consumer markets, with content to establish
local trust that pays dividends with out-of-town guests as well
• In the group and FIT segments, focusing on sales programs that
are informational in nature and that provide visibility on revised
rate packages and contract conditions while also responding to
the current influx of force majeure conflicts



Emphasize relationships with intermediaries such as Helms-
Briscoe and consortia such as American Express

More work with travel trade and travel media to collaborate on
offers and content as well as aggressive sales tactics from NSOs
and in-house sales teams

For 2020, and perhaps 2021, expect corporate travel policies to
be tightened and for in-house travel departments to have
increased influence on FIT

Road trips have been on the rise for five straight years, and 2020
could well become the year of the car. The initial look at consumer
sentiment, we know that traditional road trip customer segments
(such as matures and families) will look for regional leisure
experiences but expect business travelers and non-traditional
leisure segments to be more inclined to jump in the car, too.

Airlines - Given global government assistance, we expect airlines
to bring capacity back quickly and use low-fare strategies to
induce people to fly

The essential hospitality toolkit for working remotely (enforcing
that critical staff don’t need to be on site to manage):
• Channel manager to deal with OTAs
• Booking Engine for direct reservations
• Property Management System to control everything
• Concierge apps for services and orders management and better
delivery


